This paper describes a method for the classification of bank notes. The algorithm has three stages, and classifies bank notes with v ery low error rates and at high speeds.
I ntroduction
A l ot of mac hines have to handl e bank notes, inc l uding the automated tel l er mac hines ( ATM ) of banks, tic ket-vending mac hines at rail way stations, and vending mac hines f or drinks, c igarettes, and so on. The bank-note val idation systems of suc h mac hines c onsist of two f unctions: c l assif ic ation and verif ic ation. The type of bank note and the direc tion of input are distinguished by the c l assif ic ation f unc tion. The resul t of this proc ess is used in verif ic ation. Sinc e the points observed to verif y a bank note dif f er with the type and direc tion of the note, the resul t of c l assif ic ation has to be prec ise. Furthermore, sinc e the embedded proc essors of tel l er mac hines and so on are typic al l y embedded RI SC proc essors, the c al c ul ation c ost of the al gorithm has to be l ow.
Bank-note val idation al gorithms are typic al l y not made publ ic bec ause of sec urity c onc erns. There is thus l ittl e publ ished work in this area. Among others, however, work on the c l assif ic ation of I tal ian l ira notes has been publ ished [ 1] . Learning vec tor quantiz ation ( LVQ) is adopted as a l earning stage and the type of bank note is c l assif ied by a neural network. This method c an c l assif y the bank notes prec isel y , but the numbers of eval uation sampl es are smal l . Work on a method f or the c l assif ic ation of Euro bank notes has al so been publ ished [ 2] . This method is based on a three-l ayered perc eptron and radial basis f unction ( RBF) networks, and has an automatic l earning stage. Sinc e the al gorithm inc l udes M AC ( mul tipl y and ac c umul ate) operations, however, it is too c omputational l y c ostl y to be impl emented on an embedded RI SC proc essor. A method of val idation that has been impl emented on a real mac hine has al so been desc ribed [ 3] . However, bec ause this method uses inf ormation on the siz es of the notes, it is not suitabl e f or c l assif ying bank notes that have the same siz e ( f or exampl e, the various denominations of US dol l ars) .
I n this paper, we propose a method of c l assif ic ation whic h is purel y based on inf ormation on the bank note, and c arries a l ow c omputational c ost.
We tested our bank note c l assif ic ation method on US bank notes. US dol l ars c ome in 12 denominations and are c urrentl y of 12 types: $1, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50, $100, new $5, new $10, new $20, new $50, and new $100. There are f our possibl e input direc tions, as shown tabl e 1. The c l assif ic ation modul e thus has to distinguish 48 c ategories, in the situation that eac h input direc tion is assumed as diff erent c ategory . US bil l s are partic ul arl y dif f ic ul t to c ategoriz e, sinc e they are al l of the same siz e and have simil ar printed patterns. Figure 1 shows the val idation system. The bank note is val idated by using data f rom various sensors. Outputs are the type of bank note and the resul t of verif ic ation. The system c onsists of two modul es: a bank-note c l assif ic ation modul e and a bank-note verif ic ation modul e. The c l assif ic ation modul e distinguishes the type and direc tion of input of the note, whil e the verif ic ation modul e dif f erentiates authentic notes f rom c ounterf eits.
Sinc e bank notes are usual l y used over several years, the c l assif ic ation modul e has to be robust to take deterioration over time into ac c ount. I f points or areas f or observation are sel ec ted f rom l oc al parts of the bank note, the modul e wil l be overl y sensitive to soil ing of and wear on the bank note. Theref ore, the points or areas have to be sel ec ted f rom al l over the note. However, if we obtain a high-resol ution image of the note and use al l of its pixel s in c l assif ic ation, the c omputational c ost wil l be huge. To obtain both robustness and high speeds, a number of dis- The classification module must be highly accurate, since the information on the type of bank note and its input direction determine the observation points for the verification module. I f the result of classification is incorrect, these observation points will be invalid and the verification module will not be operating on the right data.
Cl as s i f i c at i on M odul e 3. 1 Ove r vi e w of t he Bank-Not e Cl as s i f i c at i on M odul e
The classification module must achieve both high-speed processing and high accuracy. Since the bank note is classified by measuring the distance between a template vectors and the feature vectors from the observation points for use in classification, high-speed processing is realiz ed by decreasing the computational costs of this distance measurement. W e achieve high speeds in the first two stages of our three-stage architecture. High accuracy is maintained by including a result-confirmation step as the third stage of classification. This result confirmation step uses different observation points from those used in the basic classification stages. Figure 2 shows the flow of operations in the classification module. The process has three stages: rough classification, detailed classification, and result confirmation. I n rough classification, several possible candidates are selected as correct answers; in detailed classification, a single candidate is selected. For low computational costs, low-dimensionality vectors are used in rough classification. Since the accuracy of this stage of classification is not very high, however, several candidates are output, only one of which will be correct. For high accuracy, high-dimensionality vectors are used in detailed classification. However, since measurements are only required for a few candidates, the cost of processing is low.
2 Se l e c t i ng Obs e r vat i on Poi nt s
I n developing the classification module, we have to select an optimal set of observation points. I t is important to select points where the different types of bank note have different features. I f we can select such points, the results of classification will be precise. Furthermore, the requirement for low computational costs means that we have to keep the number of points down.
The method for selection of the observation points is as follows. Firstly, average images of each type of bank note are created. Every pixel of each average image is then compared with the corresponding pixels of the other average images. The per-pixel difference values thus produced are accumulated on a difference maps . The difference map created by all combinations of each average image shows the difference points among the bank notes types. Next, observation points on the map are selected in descending order of pixel values, except that pixels in the vicinity of selected points are excluded. W e can thus automatically select many optimal observation points on each type of bank note in each orientation.
3 Rough Cl as s i f i c at i on
I n rough classification, candidate bank-note types are obtained by using small numbers of observation points. Firstly, pixel values are gotten from some of the observation points, and the resulting set of values is regarded as the feature vector of the input bank note. A lot of feature vectors are collected from learning data in advance, and a template for each category is created by using a generaliz ed learning vector quantiz ation ( GLVQ) algorithm [ 4] . W hen an unknown bank note is input to this system, the feature vector is extracted from the observation points. The Euclidian distance between the extracted vector and each of the templates is then calculated, and tokens representing the templates are then sorted in ascending order of distance. The top few templates are selected as candidates, and are used in the detailed classification step.
4 De t ai l e d Cl as s i f i c at i on
I n detailed classification, a single correct template is selected from among the candidates by using large numbers of observation points. All of the templates have been created in advance by using the GLVQ algorithm. W hen an unknown bank note is input, the feature vector is extracted and the Euclidian distance between the feature vector and each of the candidate templates is calculated. The candidate template with the smallest distance is selected as the correct answer.
Since high-dimensionality vectors are used in this stage, the computational cost of each comparison is relatively large. However, since comparison is only with a few candidates, the total cost is quite small. When the result of classification for a bank note of unknown type is input to the result-confirmation stage, the result of detailed classification determines the template to be used, and thus the lines for observation. The Euclidian distance between feature vectors for the note and the selected template is calculated. If this distance is below a certain threshold, the input bank note is accepted.
5 Re s ul t Conf i r mat i on

Experimental results
Evaluation on Samples of Real Bank Notes
We evaluated this bank-note classification module on US bank notes. A summary of the characteristics of the learning and evaluation data sets is given in table 2. The learning and evaluation data sets have the same size but consist of different notes.
The numbers of observation points and lines were determined in consideration of computational cost and are listed in table 3. The system produced no errors in validation of the evaluation data set.
And we measured that the classification module takes 16ms per one bank note on the embed RISC processor of 78 M IPS.
We need more samples to obtain an accurate error rate, but gathering sample bank notes is difficult. Instead, we estimated a global distribution for US bank notes from the results for our sample set, and calculated an error rate on the assumption that this estimate is valid.
In order to estimate a global distribution for US bank notes, huge numbers of bank note samples are needed with the object of the statistics. But we estimate the error rate on the assumption that we can prepare the huge amount of bank note data. This estimated error rate can be considered as the indicator which presents the classification performance. So we will have to judge the estimated error rate of this experiment as future works.
Estimating the Error Rate in Classification
In the classification step, we take the Euclidian distances between the feature vectors of the note being validated and the templates. We thus obtain an estimated distribution by taking the average and variance of the Euclidian distance for all samples with all templates, on the assumption that the distribution is Gaussian. This distribution is then used to estimate the error rate.
For example, we consider estimation of the error rate for the misclassification of bank notes in category A as category B. Firstly, all bank note samples of category A are input to the classification module. As a result, the Euclidian distance between the feature vector for each note and the category A template is calculated. We refer to these calculated distances as correct-case distances. Next, the distances between the feature vector for each note of category A and the template for category B are calculated. We refer to these distances as incorrect-case distances. We plot all distance data on a map, as shown in Figure 4 , where the vertical axis is the correct-case distance and the horizontal axis is the incorrect-case distance. Since all of the correct samples fall into that portion of the map where the correct-case distance is smaller than the incorrect-case distance, we can regard the area below Y = X as the correct-case area and the area above this line as the incorrect-case area. We can then take the estimated bank-note distribution and consider the part which falls in the incorrect-case area to be the error rate (see Figure 4) . That is, the area of this part is the estimate of the error We used this method of estimation to calculate error rates for all combinations of bank-note type (for example, category A is $1, category B is $2, and so on).
Estimating the Error Rate in Result Confirmation
In result confirmation, the result of classification is checked by taking the Euclidian distance between the feature vector of the note being validated and that of the template. If the result of classification was correct, the bank note will match the template, so the sample should be accepted in this case. If the result of classification is incorrect, the bank note will not match the template, so the sample should be rejected. The respective distances between the feature vector for the note and the template are again referred to as the correct-case and incorrect-case distances.
We calculated the correct-case distances and incorrect-case distances in result confirmation for all bank-note samples. The distribution of each distance was then estimated from the average and variance of all samples. Figure 5 shows the distributions.
As stated above, a threshold for rejection is used in result confirmation. The incorrect-case area is thus only that part of the estimated incorrect-case distribution which falls below this threshold, as is shown in Figure 5 . We regard this area as the error rate.
Total Error Rate Estimation
We now describe the estimation of the overall error rate for the classification module. If, for example, we are estimating the error rate for three categories (A, B, C), we start by estimating the total error rate for the situation where input bank notes of category A are misclassified as category B. This total rate is gotten by multiplying the rate of errors in classification by the rate of errors in result confirmation. Total error rates are then obtained for the other combinations (A is misclassified as C, B is misclassified as C). In this example, we take the highest of the three error rates as the error rate for the validation system.
Finally, we used these techniques to estimate the error rate for the validation system on our sample of US bank notes. We set the threshold of the result-confirmation stage so that 99% of all bank notes were accepted.
Among all combinations of bank-note types, the greatest error rate was 3.1E-9 for the misclassification of old $100 bank notes as $2 bank notes.
Conclusion
We have developed a bank-note classification module as part of a bank-note validation system. After training on 32,850 samples, the system produced no errors in evaluation on another 32,850 samples (samples were US notes). We estimated an error rate of less than 3.1E-9.
The algorithm used is hierarchical and the final stage of result confirmation is based on different information to that used in classification, so the system classifies bank notes quickly and precisely.
In future work, we will develop a bank-note verification algorithm which can be automatically customized adapted to new notes by being fed learning data. And we have to judge the estimated error rate of the classification by using more bank note samples. 
